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SUMMARY

In the present paper an investigation is made of two
stages Of a“ multistage turboblower having a vaneless dif-
fuser behind the impeller and guide vanes at the inlet to
the next stage. The method emnloyed was that of investi-
gating the performance of the successive elements of the
blower (the impeller, vaneless diffuser, etc.) whereby
the kinematics of the flow through the blower could be
followed and the pressure at the different points com-
puted. The character of the flow and the physics} sig-
nificance of the loss coefficients could thereby be de-
termined so as to secure the best agreement of the com-
puted with the actual performance of the blower. Since
the tests were carried out for various delivery volume=,
the dependence of the coeffici~nts on a number of factors
(angle Of attack, velocities, etc.) could be obtained,
The distribution of the losses that occur during the
transformation of dynamic pressure at the impeller exit
into statio pressure could be found and likewise “the
range within which the friction coefficient varies in the
vaneless diffuser. With the aid of factors havi”ng a cer–
tain physioal significance, the centrifugal blower oould
be computed on the basis of a more or less schematical
consideration of the phenomena occurring during the air
flow through it, and the use of ar%itrary factors and
recourse to the geometrical. similitude law thus avoided.
The pr.es.ent investigation largely summarizes all the pre-
vious work of the CAII.IBlower Section on the different
elements of. a centrifugal blower. Some considerations on
the analXsis of model test data for application to full-
scale are presented in the appendix. , “ o

. .
‘Report No. 191 of the Central Aero-Hydrodynamical Insti-

tute , Moscow, 1935. ‘ ,.
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I. GENERAL

INTRODUCTION

The pr~scnt m~thods of computation of %lowers by a
study of the successive elements, in particular th~
method applied at CAHI, permits, by introducing correc-
tion loss coefficients, the determination of the pres-
sure at the blower outlet for given inlet conditions as
well as the pressures at all transition points of the
blower. The study of the pressures at these points - at

the impeller outlet, guide vane inlet and outlet, and the
various stage outlets - at various air deliveries is of
great interest. On the one hand, it Teruiits checking the
correctness of the computation w.ethod itself and its cor-
respondence to the physical nature of the phenomena Oc-
curring in the machine and, on the other hand, makes it
possible directly from the test to determine such values
of the loss coefficients as will assure the best agree-
ment of the computed and actual performance data of the
machine. ,

The direct measurement of the pressures at the var-
ious points of a centrifugal ma~hine presents extremely 9

great difficulty both of a technical and especially of a
theoretical order. The pressure immediately behind the
impeller, the correct determination of which is the fun-
damental problem in the computation of any centrifugal
machine, may be correctly determined only for the case .
where the measuring anparatus rotates together, l~~ith the
impeller. Otherwise, that is, measuring at a stationary
setting, the pressure is obtained in a region of unstable
flow with respect to time and which by its very nature
partakes of the periodic character of the flow. *

‘The nonuniformity of the velocities and pressure~ be–”

tween the blades of the impeller should arise not only in
connection with the phenomenon of flow ~epa.ration from
the blade walls but also in connection with the character
of the phenomenon itself’ of imparting pollrer to the air 3Y
an impeller. The presence of Coriolis forces acting on
the blade and giving rise to a moment on the shaft corre-
sponds to the difference in pressures and velocities at
the two sides of the blade. In its most general form
this result follows directly from the hydrodynamic con-
sideration that the increase in th~ total pressure at any

(Continued on p. 3)
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Notwithstanding their extreme complexity, investiga-
tions of such -type are possi%le and their-results have ap-
peared in various papers. Those by Thoma, Hagmayer and
others (reference 1)., while very important from the point
of view of the direct investigation of the structure of
the flow through the impeller, admit of a number of nega-
tive characteristics which made it necessary to dispense
with the method in setting Up our yresent investigation.

The first reason, though not the principal one, for
not investigating the pressures .b~hind the impeller with
the aid of measuring apparatus rotating together with the
impeller is the- extreme complexity of such investigations.
The preparation of the impeller model, the complicated
internal communication system, the necessity for complete
hermetic sealing make such investigations extremely labo-
rious and lead to the resul-t that the investigation of a
single operating condition of any impeller is transformed
into a complicated problem in scientific method. The
given investigation, hfowever, is more typical in its pro-
cedure and one of its ~ain advantages is that, standing
between a whole series of previous and subsequent inves-
tigations, it makes possible much greater reliability in
evaluating the obtained results by their relative com-
parison.

The second and fundamental reason for not employing
the direct measurement of the pressures at the various
points of the model at its rotating and stationary parts
in the casing is that the structural elements of any fan
consist of relatively short curvilinear passages in which
an unstable flow occurs. The determination of the direc-
tions and magnitudes of the velocities under these con-
ditions, though possible; pres~nts great experimental dif-
ficulties. As regards the measurement of the static pres-
sures in such flow, it may be stated that with our present

(Continued from p. 2) ,

poin’t of the flow through the impeller iS determined from
the equation’

dH dP
.,

ZT’Z

i.e..,the necessary condition for the possibility’ itself
of increasing the pressure is change with respect to
time of the pressure at any point lying within ‘the im-
peller. . ,
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state of mea=uring technioue to carry out such measurements
with any degree of accuracy is impossible particularly if
account is taken of the specific character of the perfor-
mance of the centrifugal machine in which dynamic pressur~s
usually constitute a considerable fraction of the pressures
measured.

The e~perience of a large number of investigators who
have studied the flow of fluids in curvilinear channels
(reference 2) has shown the very great value of studying
the pressures and velocities at various points of the chan-
nel for the analysis of the flow phenomena. The same ex-

perience has also shown, however, that all the=e investi-
gations cannot be used as a basis for computing the re-
sistances due, on the one hand, to their insufficient ac-
curacy and, on the other, to the extrene complexity of the
picture obtained. The recictance of curved channels and
channels of variable cross section practically must be in-
vestigated 3% considering them blower elements. By mount-

ing at the channel inlet and outlet a rectilin~ar portion
of sufficient length serving to eouali?e thr field and to
obtain a stabilized flow we are enabled, by measuring the
pressure at two points, to obtain the loss coefficients,
reo-uired for practical commutations, of the elements under
consideration. In certain cases, when the presence of the
ea.ualizing charinel ahead of or behind the element under
consideration does not correspo~d to its normal operating
conditions, the ea.ualizing chann~ls, one or both, are re-
placed by measuring chambers. Thus , the measurem~nt of
the pressure at only two points may be renuired for deter-
mining the resistance of th~ ~lement under consideration.

The fundamental princi~le of the methods of investi-
gation therefore consists in crenting inlet and outlet
conditions for which the determination of the total pres-
sure offers no special difficulties. E~ridently th’e re-

sistance of the element is the difference between the
pressures at its inlet and outlet. This is the principle
which has been taken as a basis of the investigation pre-
sented below of a turboblow~r model. The s~tting up of a
definite pr.essur~ at thr ~xits of thp stat>;es under con-
sideration was ~ffcctcd by discharging the air directly
into the atmosphere, as shown by the sketches in figure 1.
The dynamic pressure at the outlet of the impeller may be
found by investigating the kinematics of the flow essen-
tially determined by the power imparted to the air. The

dynamic pressure at the outlet of the guide vanes is de-
termined from the condition that the outlet section is
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filled out and from the pressure at the out~et. ‘ The dy-,
narnic pressure. at the outlet from the stage is likewise
dete’rrnined from the condition of filling’ out. of “the cross
section: As will be shown below, the equation of conti-
nuity, that is, the candition that the above-mentioned
sections are filled tiut, may be used with sufficient jus-
tification. ,

During the experiment the pressure behind the ele-
ment was held constant and equal to the-atmospheric pres-
sure. The pressure in the chamber ahead of the blower
was varied, that is, the blower worked on suction. By
taking the pressure in the ch,amber as the zero point of
the computations, we ‘may, with the aid of the above con-
siderations, obtain the mean”pressure behind the blower
element. Knowing, in addition, the mean dynamic pressure
in the element , we obtain the value of the total pres-
sures in sections a-a, b-b, and c-c (fig. 2). At section
o-o at the entrance to the blower the- total pressure is
taken equal to zero.

By comparitig the change in the total pressure in
passing from one sec$ion to another with the theoretical,
we can determine the losses in the blower element, The
characteristics of all the stages as well as those of the
individual elements (fig. 1), that is, the curves of
pressure Hst agsinst volume Q for the entire range of
operation from Q = O to Hst = O and Q = Qmax permits

the determination of the losses as a function of the flow
kinematics and ‘the extent of agreem~nt of our assumed
computation sch~me with the actual phenomrna.

.

A certain reservation in our- computation method
should be noted, namely, that the principle of direct
summation of the successive individual resistances should
be considered as only a first approximation. The local
hydraulic resistances, which affect the very na}ure of .
the flow, certainly produce an’effect on the succeeding
resistances and in some cases greatly modify the values
of the corresponding coefficients. The interference ef-
fect of the successively connected resistances was studied’
in the papers of Kirchbach and of $chubart (reference 3)
who inv~Stigated the total resistance coefficient of two
elbows as a function of the length of the straight por-
tion between them. Both of these papers bring out with
sufficient clearness “the fact that considering, the complex
resistance .of any system as edual to the sum of the
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resistances of each of the elements that ‘enter the system,
that is, not taking account of the mutual-interference
between them, a value for the resistance is obtained that
deviates by a considerable amount from the true value:
Nevertheless this method of computation is the one gen-
erally employed in yractice. This is explained by the
fact that the method appears to be the only one that per-
mits, even approximately, the deterr.ination of the resist-
ances in making a new design. The degree of accukacy of
such a provisional mett,od will evidehtly be greater the
more- nearly the operating conditions of each of the ele-
ments inelu~e’d approach the conditions at which their re-
sistances are’ directly determined. It is extremely diffi-
cult to determine technically a suitable degree of approxi-
mation o“f the test conditions of the blower elements to
those conditions under which the elements actually. operate
and for which the computation is conducted. With respect
to this question there are a large number of opinions held
that express the most varied points of view.

On the one hand, a large number of turbomachine
works (Brown-Boveri and l~etro-Vickers) and likewise many

investigators (Rateau, German, and Fedorov) consider the
blower computation by the method of similitude as the
Only suitable one, This corresponds to assuming such
strong mutual influence between the work of the individual
blower elements that the combination i~ considered as a
strongly unified system not subje’ct to decomposition into
its component elements. On the other hand, a large num- .
ber of hydraulic engineer~ and hydrodynamicists’ (Kearton,
Pfleiderer, and Gibson) and many production works (~lec-

trocil and General Electric) hold a different point of
view and assume that in practical commutations it is per-
missible to make use Qf the resistance coefficients ob-
tained in studying the stationary models.

Our point of view in this matter is that the machine
may be divided up into elements the computation and in-
vestigation of each of which may lead, a,s has already
often been the case, to sufficiently close agreement be-
tween the computed and test results. Two fundamental

conditions should, however, here be considered: (1) the
individual elements should be studied under conditions
sufficiently near those at which the elements operate in
the machine and (2) the study of the elements should be
conducted not in the order of single,, interrupted experi-
ments but in the order of their systematic study. Only
in this way may a definite idea of the effect of changing
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the fundamental geometric or kinematic parameters on the
work of “the”-ele-ments” be obtained and this in turn per-
mits them to be introduced in the co~putatio-n under
operating conditions’ differing. from” the test conditions.

,’

1.% must be admitted that the comput-a:tion by simili=
.tude considerations, ‘that is, the me,thod of projecting
new designs’ with the. ald of nondimensional .cha.racteristi’cs
obtained from experiment, is the most relia-ble method and
can be depended on by the constructor mot to give unex- .
pecte”d, disagreeabl-e .Pesults. At the sqme time, by its
very, nature this method is a ‘treactionarytt one that hin-
ders further technical development. Moreov-er, in solving
the problem of the design of new machine types under
given conditions with the aid of nondimensional character-
istics, it is necessary in very many cases to admit solu-
tions known to be nonoptimum since no amount of previously
produced and tested machines could cover entirely the
broad range of modern high–speed machines. Furthermore,
this fundatientally most reliable method of projecting a
design from existing data instead of making a new compu-
tation leaves the designer entirely I’disarmedtt in those
cases where a specific requirement in size or design
makes it necessary for’ him to depart from the llcanonicaltl
shape. The strong tendency of modern machine construc-
tion; namely, the organic inclusion of auxiliary systems
(fans, pumps , superchargers of aviation engines, etc.)
does not permit, in very many cases, making ‘use of the
method of computation f~om existing data and makes neces-
sary the computation of the machine taking into account
marked individual conditions of mounting, construction,
and utilization.

The problem of the general investigation of the in-
ternal process of centrifugal machines over a wide range
of delivery volumes and pressures is one of great impor-
tance under our conditions of a planned socialist econ-
omy. In. designing blowers for a single definite operat-
ing. conditien, it is possible to choose profiles’and
sections based on considerations of smoothest, flow of the
fluid through the machine. With a relatively limited
range of correction coefficients corresponding to the
optimum conditions, it is possible to design entirely
satisfactory machines intended to work at a single oper-
ating condition. At the same time, however, each turbo-
machine has a more or less wide range of application in
connection with the more or less level range of its ef-
ficiency Curve pear the maximum. The above-mentioned

.
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method of computing the- machine for only a single operat-
ing condition gives no indication, however, of its range
of possible application. Under the conditions prevailing
in.Soviet Russia the design of individual machines is be-
coming more and more a rare phenomenon. In the majority
of cases systems are designed which are used for series
Or even mass production. Tor those machines put out. in
series and not for individual requirements, the question
of the range of possible application is a very acute one.
In connection with this question it is necessary, in
designing a machine, to determine by preliminary computa-
tion-its data. not only for a single operating condition
but , at least with a certain approximation, to construct
the various parts of the characteristic curves, In such
a computation the considerable deviation of the flow at
various points from the corresponding optimum hydraulic
conditions must be taken into account. For this purpose
a knowledge of the woz’k of the individual elements over
a wide range of entry angles, velocities, and so forth, is nec–
essary. The work presented below is based on just this
consideration.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

I’or the object of the investigation a two-stage
turboblower model was chosen (fig, 3). As may be seen
from the aerodynamic scheme shown, the imp~llers of the
first and second stages, for the same inlet and outlet
diameters Do and D2, rec~ectively, of the impeller,

had different inlet diameters to the blades DI (for the
impeller of the first stage the blades were somewhat
shortened). Moreover, the impellers di’ffered from each
other also in the inlet and outlet angles and in the im-
peller width (figs. 4a and 4b).

The test waq conducted in the laboratory of the CAHI
Blower Section in th~ suction chamber shown in figure 5.
The ”distinguishing feature of this chamber as compared
with other low pressure crlambers is the presfnce of an ad-
ditional blowpr the output of which is +ntirely or par-
tially used to make up for all resistances of the chamber
its’~lf and pipes. Due to this fact it was possible to
obtain points on the characteristic for r~sistances eau~l
to zero or near this value, As may be seen from the lay-
out of the chamber (fig. 6) the air delivery was deter-
mined with the aid of a conical collector placed in the
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chamber .- “In,bbtaining the characteristics of the blo”wer
in this ohanber, -theair delivery was usually measured
with a pitot tube located at the entrance’ part of the;
chamber’. Taking account, however, of the relatively
large pressures produced by the blower (above 200 mm Water)
and the resulting danger of leakage that might impair the
characteristics, it was necessary to measure the air de-
livery with the aid of a collector. ,.

. .

This method of determining the amount< of gas flowing
through the blower is based on.the fact that in testing
a centrifugal machine for suction at any section a lower-
ing in pressure is formed equal in magnitude to the dy’-
namic pressure of the flowing gas plus the losses over
the path from the entrance to’ the place of measurement.
Thus , the eouation of Bernoulli, written for the cross
sections through the tubes measuring the general suction
in the chamber (sec. I)’and the suction in the collector
(sec. II) is

h cham+p$=himp+pv~
+ Ah

The velocity in section I due to the relatively large
dimensions of the suction chamber is so small thatjit may,
without any appreciable-error , be neglected. ,.

Hence .

V22
h chain.- h. —-l-Ah

lmp = p 2

By estimating the losses over the path from the en-
trance “to’the collector t’o the point of measurement (in
our aase this distance was eoual to & diam.) as 3 to 4
>ercent, we Obtain

v~ 2

Py= 0.96 (hcham - himp)

As may b: seen from the test setup, the velocity head

‘dyn is obtained as the difference -between the suction

in the colleotor and the total suction in the chamber.
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The amount of air flowing through the labyrinth
packing was not specially measured, since the commutations
showed that the magnitude of this leakage constitutes in
all only 2 to 3 percent of the total air delivery, that.
is, lies within the range of experimental accuracy,

The power required by the %lower was measured on a
balancing stand by determining the turning moment ob-
tained by the motor. It should be noted that the turning
moment of the motor is equal to the sum of the moments
required in turning the ~myel’lers and in overcoming the
friction in the %earings. For this reason, a preliminary
determination of the friction moment for a given rota-
tional speed made possible in a further experiment the
direct determination of the power required by the impe.1.ler.

The operating conditions were varied with the aid of
a throttle located at the exit section of the blower and
also by the change in the rotational speed of the blower.

In correspondence with the general method, discussed
above, underlying our experiment, of investigating the
work of the individual elements of the turboblower (iso-
lated impeller, guide vanes, etc. ) the characteristic
curves of H, N, and YI against Q, were successively
obtained. This made it possible to analyze the phenomena
in each of the turbo%lower elements, eliminating from con-
sideration those phenomena which occur simultaneously in
the other elements of the blower. The test was thus re-
duced to
tics:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

{f)

obtaining the following series of characteris-

Isolated impeller of the first stage (fig. 7a)

Isolated impeller of the second stage (fig. 7b)

Impeller of the first stage together with the
vaneless diffuser behind the impeller (fig.
8a)

Same for the second stage (fig: 8b)

First stage of the blower including the impeller,
vaneless diffuser~and guide vanes (fig. 9a)

Same for the second stage (fig. 9b)
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II, ANALYSIS 03’ TBST DATA.
. . #

The basic data in investigating the work of the
blower, as has been said above, were the test character-
istics obtained. The latter consist of the two curves of
the static pressure Hst and pOwer expended N against

the air volume Q. Their analysis consisted in comparing
the test curves obtained with those computed and deter-
mined by methods worked out at CAHI for the computation
of centrifugal machl.nes. The method of determining the
various magnitudes entering the computation is the one
given below.

1. Theoretical Pressure Developed by the Impeller

The power N expended by the blower is made up of
the sum of (a) the useful (hydraulic) power Nh imparted

to the active flow of the air and directly used for de-
veloping pressure and overcoming the hydraulic resist-
ances and (b) the power No expended in friction at the

surfaces of the impeller and production of turbulent flow.

The magnitude No may, with sufficient dLegree of

accuracy, according to numerous investigations of the
Blower Section, be assumed as a constant magnitude, inde-
pendent of the discharge and ea-ual to the power ,1OSS at

Q=o. This. magnitude, which is fundamentally a function
of the diameter of the impeller, its width and the degree
Of roughness of its surfaces, may be computed by the
formula

No = $pw3 D5(1+53
)

The coefficient B entering the abova formula, according
to the data of StodOla, Pflelderer, CAHI, and others (ref-
erence 4), is (2-G) 10-6 for smooth solid disks. In the
investigation of impellers of centrifugal blowers con-
ducted by V, $’olikovsky (reference 5), the value of this
coefficient varied between (20-25) l@-6~ Our tests gave
the value ~ = (12-16) lQ-6, Approximately the same val-
ues for ~ were obtained from the req,~ts of tests on a
number of impe~lers that were condu~ted at the ~AHI Blower
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Section. !The deviations in the values of this coefficient
obtained by us fr’dfi‘data “us-ed “in the -wo~k -of V. Polikovsky
may be explained by the very great roughness of the plane
parallel shap~e of the impeller series tested by him.,. .. . .

It must’ nevertheless be admit~ed tha-t the value of
the” “coefficient 13‘ obtained in the tests. of centri”ftig.%1
impellers are ccnsi’dera%ly greater than’ the “Value of the
same coefficient for’.smooth. solid di-sks. Tests are, at
the prese,nt time, being conducted at the Blnwer Section
on the effect on- the p.bwe.r No- expended in friction of’
the shape of the impeller (flat an.d,semiconical), the type
of blades, thepresenc,e of disks,. and other factors.,

The difference between the power N dir”ectly meas-
ured on the balancing stand and the power No expended

in friction is the hydraulic power -Nh -directly used in

developing the pressure and overcoming the hydraulic
10sses ,.

., ‘ .,,

.,

‘h =N+No’ ,“4’ (l”)
,4

,“
In the further anal’ysi-s of’ th~ ‘data’, the Value of

the hydraulic power was taken for each impeller as the
mean of three of its values utsed in obt””aining the, charac-
teristics: the isol.ated. impeller, the impeller with van.e-
less diffuser, and” complete stage. (See figs. 10a.and 10b.)

“ Trom the Euler equation .

.,

H
th = p C2U U2 (2)..

we can obtain the expression

~ Q5ec ~t.. Qsec P C2U U2

‘h=. ’75 = 75

ly which, for a given: initially det-ermined hydraulic power
Nh, the rotational v’elocity of’ the flow beh,i”nd t.~e imper-

ler Cau (the tangential component of the absolute veloc-
ity ,,at the exit) is readi’ly de’’termined:

,, ,..
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C!2U4=
75” Nh -

-.

. . .. P Q~ec U2

13

(3)

.,

and the total head (theoretical) produced by the impel l’er

. .

Hth = p c~~ U2 (4)

..

The values of the tiotal pressures obtained are given in
table 1.

2* Investigation of the Impeller of the Turboblower .

Having determined the value of the theoretical pres-
sure that can be develoyed by the impeller of, th~ turbo-
blower, we pas~ on to an analysis of th~ phenomena that “
occur in the impeller. The problem which we now consider
consists, on the one hand, cf an ex~lanation of the kine-
matics of the flow through t’he impeller and, on the other
hand , an explanation of the character and magnitude of
the losses that are involved.

a) Character of the flow at inlet to the impeller—.
blades. - The flow enter= the im~eller in the a~ial direc-
tion with an inlet velocity Co (fig. 11). The magnitude

of this velocity for each operating condition may he deter–
mined from the en-uation of continuity

co
n
‘see

1A F.

where F. is the useful inlet area, taking account of the

presence of the shaft, special flows, and so forth, that de-
crease the inlet area; M is the coefficient that takes
into account the possibility of incomplete filling’ out of
the inlet cross section, I?or single-stage machines with
axial air entry M = 1; for the individual stages o,f a multi-
stage machine, however, the value of this coefficient may be
less than 1 depending on the smoothness o“f the deflection
from one stage to the next, and so forth. In deflecting at
the blades in the meridional plane by 90°this velocity
undergoes a change associated with the contraction of the
flow during deflection. Tor this reason, in ‘determining.,
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the magnitude of the meridional or radial component of
the absolute inlet velooity to the impeller blades Clm

it is necessary to take into account the possibility of
incomplete filling out of the impeller where the deflec-
tion occurs-and the associated increase in the velocity
after deflection by the introduction of a contraction
coefficient w.

The contraction of the flow was especially investi-
gated in the laboratory of the Blower Section (reference
6), values of the coefficient U, a function of the
ratio D1/Do, width b, smoothne~s of rounding at inlet,

and so forth, being obtained within the range W= 006-
0.85. It. should he observed that this investigation was
conducted on a stationary lattice and it is natural that
the rotating impeller where the spread of the flow over
the width of the impeller is extremely intensified the
value of this coefficient should be raised. In particular
cases when the inlet diameter to the blades D1 is con-

siderably greater than the inlet diameter to the impeller
D as shown by the analysis of an entire series of im-

p~~lers (reference 7), the flow at the diameter DI com-

pletely fills out the impeller section and w becomes
equal to unity. In analyzing our test data, the follow-
ing values were taken for this coefficient: for the im-
peller of the first stage for which Dl =’Do, w = 0.9;

for the impeller of the second stage for which D] was
greater than Do, L = 0.98. In this manner the magnitude

of the radial component of the absolute inlet velocity
c ~m was determined by the equation

(5)

‘A real fluid having viicosity o%tains a certain rotational
velocity due to the rotation of the impeller and that is
taken into accountby the coefficient of initial flow’
spin VI = Clu /u,. As a special investigation has shown

(reference 8), for a given impeller the value Qf this -
coefficient may, to a first approximation, be considered
as a constant independent of the volume delivered (veloc-
ity of approach to the impeller). In his ,paper V.
J?olikovsky gives the valqe of this coefficient within the
range 0,3-0.4. A somewhat wider range of variation is
given by Gibson (reference 9) whose value of C?l lies

within the range 0.3-0.5.
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In analyzing a number of tests on centrifugal blowers
a very good agreement of experimental and computed results
was obtained for cpl = 0.35 and therefore this value of
the coefficient wa~ assumed by us for the impeller of the
first stage. For the impeller of the second stage for
which the inlet diameter to the blades D1 was considerably
greater than the inlet diameter to the impeller Dl and

the possi%i’lity of flow rotation at the inlet tO the blades
was considerably greater than in the impeller of the first
stage, the value of this coefficient was taken eaual to
0.4.

From the velr)city vector diagram at the inlet (fig.
12), we find that t,he relative velocity of the flow at
the blades WI may be expressed by

(6)

On the other hand, the value of the relative inlet veloc-
ity to the blades cannot be les~ than its ualue determined
from the condition of filling out of the impeller at the
inlet (condition of continuity of flow):

Q sec Q
WI = sec.

(TT D1 b“,
= (7)

sin i31 - S bl Z)W Fl

From a comparison of these two values we may finally de-
termine the relative inlet velocity to the blades WI as
the greater of these two.

From the velccity diagram we may also determine the
angle made by the flow direction with the blade% for var-
ious deliveries, namely ,

cIm
sin (Bl)fl = ~ (8)

where WI evidently is equal to th~ velocity relative to

the blades and not the entrance velocity to the impeller
%lades. The difference between the angle (Pl)fl and

the blade angle at the inlet (El)bl defines the angle

of attack a:

. . .

‘.. . .
A—
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‘cl,= (P,)fl - (13,)bl (9)

,.

The above defined magnitudes characterizing the flow
at the inlet to the impeller are given in table 2.

b) Character of the flow at the impeller outlet .- The

fundamental problem in drawing the velocity vector diagram
at the impeller outlet is that of the relation between the
relative velocities at the inlet and outlet of the impel-
ler. Numerous investigations conducted at CAIfiIhave shown
that for positive entry angles to the impeller blades, if
the latter are curved backward or radial, the relative ve-
locity in flowing through the impeller doe~ not change,
that is, that W2 = W1. A detailed justification for this
assumption may be found in the work of V. Polikovsky.
(See reference 5.) Here we may limit ourselves to certain
elementary considerations.

In flowing through the rotating impeller the flow
does not completely fill out the cross section of the pas-
sage formed by the blades and together with the ‘active
part of the flow, which move= forward, a neutral region
is created in which turbulence arises. A brilliant ex-
perimental confirmation of this fact has been obtained
by photographing the flow through a centrifugal impeller
pump at the Funich laboratory bjr K. Fischer and D. Thoma
(reference 1) (fig. 13). As is known, in the rotation of
a centrifugal wheel the static pressure in the passage be-
tween the blades increases according to the law

U22 - u12 w.12 - W22
AHst = v+ ‘Y

2g 2g

The losses incurred in flowing through the impeller are
not taken into account here because (as will be shown be-
10W) the main part of these losses is associated with
phenomena that arise at the flow entrance to the blades
(impact, turbulence, etc.); the friction losses at the
blades being small enough so that they may without great
error be neglected. We assume that in the turbulence

region there is no forward motion of the flow, that is,
that the relative velocity within it is equal to zero.
The increase in pressure within this region during the

impeller rotation therefore is exclusively at the expense
of the rotational velocity, that is, will be equal to
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U22 - U12.- AH
St tr = 2g

Y. ““

,,
On the other hand, this vortex region “should be in static
equilibrium with the active part of the ‘flow, the equilib-
rium necessarily being maintained along the entire. bound-
ary between the regions. This is possible only in the
case that the pressure Increases in the active part of the
flow and in the t~rbulence region are equal to each other,
that is, if

AH~t = AHst tr

or in other words if W2 = WI (reference 10).

We note again that the above considerations apply
only to the cases of positive angles of attack where the
vortex region is not closed (fig. 14). Conditions are
otherwise as regards the relation between Wa and Wl
for negative angles of attack. In this case the vortex
region formed at the front wall of the, blade is generally
closed and the flow can spread along the channel section
with the result that W2 may be considerably less than
WI (fig. 15). For this reason, for blower aperating con-
ditions with negative flow angles we applied the following
method of determining Wa.

From the value of the rotational component at the
impeller outlet C2U, determined from the hydraulic power

(see above), and making use of the velocity diagram, we
may write down a first equation for the determination of
the relative velocity at the impeller outlet:

U2 - C2U4
Wa =

(Cos 19Jfl
(lo)

A second equation may be obtained from the assump-
tion that the minimum value o,f the relative velocity W2 -

will be the value determined from the continuity equation:

Wa =
wsec

(11)
mD2b2(sin @2)fl - 6bzz
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In bo~h of these equations there enters the angle (@2)f1

formed by the direction of the flow. This angle may dif-
fer considerably from the outlet blade angle ($2)b1

due to the flow deflection (deviation of the outflowing
stream from the direction of the exit edge of the blade).
S’olving these two equations by the trial and error method,
we determine the magnitude and direction of the relative
velocity W2 at the impeller’ outlet.

It should be remarked that the values of tiz thu’s

determined are somewhat too small since the value of the
area of the flow in equation (11) does not take account
of the possibility of the formation between the blades at
the impeller outlet of vortex regions that do not take
part in the forward motion of the flow,

From the velocity vector diagram we can readily de-
termine the radial component of the absolute velocity at
the impeller exit:

cam = Ye(sin 13)fl (12)

together with the value of the absolute velocity at the
impeller exit:

J’Ca = c22m + C22U (13)

The magnitudes characterizing the flow condition at the
impeller exit are giv’en in table.3.

..

c) Determination of the Peneral value of the losses.-
in the impeller.- Having explained the character of the

flow at the impeller exit, we may determine by computation
the static pressure behind the impeller as the difference
_between the total (theoretical) pressure developed by the
impeller ‘th = pc2u U2 and the dynamic pressure

ca2
Py, both of these values %eing determined by computa-

tion:
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C22
H
st comp = ‘th - ‘dyn

= p C2U u~ - p~ (14)

The difference between the computed.static pressure curve
H
St Comp and the experimental curve H st exp

gives us the

total value of the hydraulic losses in the impeller:

AH.1mp = ‘st comp - ‘st exp
(15)

The results obtained are collected in table 4 and plotted
in figures 16a and 16b.

d) Analysis of the impeller losses.- The value of

the total losses in the impeller ,AHi~p is conveniently rep-
resented as the sum of two, to some extent independent,
values:

(a) The losses in deflecting the flow at the blades

AHC

(b) The entry and flow losses through the impeller

AHW

It is natural to refer the first group ,of losses to the
dynamic pressure of the flow velocity Clm after deflec-

tion at the blades and to write them in the form

(16)

The value of the coefficient 5C should first of all

depend on the structural characteristics of the impeller
(the smoothness of the deflection in entering the blades,
the relation between the diam. D1 and Do, etc.) and

may with sufficient justification be assumed as constant,
independent of the air delivery. According to the test
results on a number of impellers obtained at the Blower
Section, the value of this coefficient fluctuates within
the range 0.1-0,5. This range of values may appear to be
relatively wide hut we must remember that the resistance

-?+%
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coefficient of stationary elbows, as the investigations
of Nippert and other authors have shown, varies within a
still wider range depending on the smoothness of the de-
flection,

Taking account of the small amount of contraction of
the st~eam in deflecting against the blades, the smooth-
ness of the deflection, and so forth, we assumed the mini-
mum value of this coefficient for both impellers; for the
impeller of the second stage for which DI was greater

than Do and. the contraction of the stream less the val-

ue assumed was 0.1; for the impeller of the first stage
correspondin~ to a higher contraction of the stream the

‘value assumed was 0,2.

We thus obtain the values of the losses. in deflecting

at the blades AX c and the losses in the flow through the

blades as the difference between the total losses in the
impeller AHimP and AHC :

AHW = AHinlD - AHC (17)

The losses in the air flow through the blades may

arise from two causes: In th~ first place, the losses
associated with the formation of turbulence region~ in
the passages between blades and in the second Flace, the
losse-s due to friction ‘at the blade surfaces. The latter
losses evidently constitute a very small part as compared
with the losses associated with the turbulence formation
because, first, the passages between the “impeller blades
are relatively short and the friction losses cannot play
a large part and secondly, as ha? been shown above, the
flow does not entirely fill out the cross sections between
the blades, the velocity distribution along the cross sec-
tion, due to the ac’tion of Coriolis forces not being sym-
metrical, In the third place, for almost all operating
conditions, impact+ occurs at the impeller inlet since
shockless entry can occur only at a singl~ defiried oFerat-
ing condition of a given impeller. This impace gives rise

—. _—————-

*In applying the term “impact at the blade” it should be
observed that a certain latitude is assumed. Actually we
do not have here the impact phenomenon associated with the
lOSS of a part of the momentum at the blade but with the
phenomenon of flow separation. We make use of this term,
however, because, notwithstanding its insufficient ac-
curacy, it is very widely prevalent in the technical lit-

erature.
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to flow separation directly behind the, entry etlge’of, the-
blade-and to-the ,format,io.n...of.int.en.s-e~.t-wr-bulenceregions,
The losses associated with the turbulence are hat~rally. “
predominant ‘in. the general ’bal~nce -of losses in the air
flow through, the impellerk

Having explained thenatu~e of th,~ losses that arise
in flowing through the impeller, we proceed to the deter-
mination of the c~pfficient characterizing these losses.
It is natural to refer these losses. to the velocity head
corresponding to the relative ,inlet velocity, the 10SS
coefficient $J being then given %y the expression

A HT,r
(18)

P+j’-

The value of this coefficient should depend on a num-
ber of factors associated with the structural characteris-
tics of the impeller (num’bek of blades, their length, etc.)
and the operating conditions of the blower, the angle of
attack m, the degree to which the passage between blades
is filled by the actiye fluid, and so forth. As has been
shown, the main part of the flow losses through the impeller
depends on the angle at which the blades are attacked sO
that the coefficient should likewise depend mainly on the
angle u. A detailed analysis of the tests on a series
of centrifugal impellers by V. Polikovsky (reference 7)
has shown that the values of this coefficient vary within
the relatively wide limits of 0.8 to 0,05 (the larger val-
ues. for positive angles, and smaller for negative ones).

The results of an analysis of the test data on the
blower $mpellers were represented on curves, the values of
the coefficient [w Deing-”plotted against” a ‘(fig. 17).

As may be seen, for both im~ellers almost identical curves
were. obtained. It. is interesting to note that the. deter-
mination in the laboratory, of the Blower Section of the .
resistance of the stationary blade lattice gave almost
the same dependence of the loss coefficient f~ on the

anglb of attack a, thereby ’confirming the picture of the
flow phenomena in the impeller. The small valu,es of the
coefficient [w form negative angles -o“f attack as compared

with the values for. zero and positive angles are to be

. .
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particularly noted. The explanation for this face is to
be found i-n.the different character of t,he turbulence
reg%on$g Whe~eas,positive and zero angles of attaok ar@

associated w“itlr the formation of open vortex regions com-
municating with the space behind the impeller, the nega-
tive angles of attack give rise to the formation of
clo’sed regions. ‘ (See figs. 14 and 15). Since the coef-
ficient ~W, although referred to the inlet velocity, ~

takes into account not only the entrance losses but also
those,arising’ during flow through the impeller blades,
the character of this flow naturally affects the value of
this coefficient.

!.

The employment of the curve expressing the dependence
of the coefficient ~W on the angle of attack m in the

design and computation of turbohlowers is not sufficiently
convenient. Xor this reason we assumed it possible to
divide the entire range of operating conditions from

Q= O to Qmax roughly into three regions within each

of which the value of EW for both impellers may to a

first approximation be considered as constant. These
regions are the following: the first is that with large
positive angles of attack (a > + 40); this region corre-
sponds to small delivery volumes (underload). The second
region is approximately that for shockless entrance to
the blades (+ 4 > u > - 4°) and corresponding to dis-
charges near the optimum. The third region, finally, cor-
responds to high discharges (overload) associated with
large negative angles (m < - 40). Within each of these

regions assumed mean values of the coefficient [w were

plotted as dotted curves, and as may be sden on figure 17,
the deviation of the test curves from these mean values
was found to be very slgight. These mean values of the
coefficient ~W used in determining the general values

of the flow losses through the impeller AHW were

f~ = 0.65 for the first region (cY,>+ 40), EW = 0.4

for the second region (+4>a>-4), and ~W=O.l for
the third region’ (a<- 40)0*

*The small values of the coefficient ~W obtained for

large negative angles of attack may give an indication of
the suitability ‘of operation of the turloblowers at con-
ditions corresponding to these angles. It should be noted
that (1) operating conditions corresponding to large nega-
tive angles of attack correspond, for most of the impellers,
(Continu~d on p, 23)
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LSuhstituting the assumed values of
~W in the expression for the losses in

the impeller:
2

AHW = p ‘~ 5W

1043 . 23

the coefficient
flowing through

(19)

we obtain the values of these losses. We can then deter-
mine by computation the value of the static head at the
impeller outlet:

H
st comp = ‘th - ‘dyn comp - *HC - *HW (20)

The results obtained are collected in table 5 and plotted
on figure 18. It is quite evident that by taking for each
delivery volume the corresponding value of the coefficient
LW from the curve of 5W = f(a) we would obtain complete
agreement of the computed curves with the experimental ones.

The analysis of two impellers with different diameter
of entrance to the blades DI for the same diameters of
inlet and outlet of the impeller Do and D2 permits us

incidentally to make an interesting com~arison and draw
conclusions as regards the performance of such impellers
(the first stage impeller for which I). = DI we shall

denote as the normal, while the impeller of the second
stage for which Dl > Do we shall denote as the impeller

with shortened blades).

(Continued from p. 22)

to conditions considerably above the design (optimum)
operating conditions and are at the extreme right of the
characteristic curve where even a slight change in the
delivery is associated with relatively large changes in
pressure; (2) notwithstanding the small values of the
coefficient EW the absolute value of the losses in flow-

ing through the impeller AHw corresponding to large de-

liveries constitute a considerable part; and (3) to op-
erating ~onditions with negative angles of attack there
corresponds an extremely unstable and undefined character
of the vortex region.
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(a) The jet contraction for the impeller with. short-
ened blades is- less than for the impeller with normal
blades as a result of which the coefficient ?f flow con-
traction in deflection at the blades v for the first
stage is less than that for the second.

(b) The possibility of an initial rotation of the
jet in flowing toward the blades in the case of the im-
peller with shortened blades is greater than for the nor-
mal impeller because the coefficient of initial rotation

v for the first stage impeller was found to be less than
for the second stage impeller,

(c) Thefloss coefficient for the jet deflection at
the blades ~ corresponding to the smaller jet contrac-

tion at the impeller with shortened blades was found to
be less than for the second stage impeller. -

(d) The flow loss ’’coeff’icient through the impeller
~W was found to have almost identical values for the
same angles of attack, thereby confirming the above as-
sumption that the main part of the losses occurring in
flowing through the impeller depends essentially on the
angle of flow approach and is therefore a function of the
angle u.

(e) In particular cases where there is a contracted
entrance section and the relative inlet velocity to the
impeller WI must be determined from the equation of
continuity, it may be found convenient to shorten some-
what the blades at the impeller inlet (increase Dl). As
a result the static head should increase at the expense
of a decrease in the relative inlet ,velocity wl and
since the losses, as is seen from the results ‘of the
above analysis, do not essentially change (and may’ even
decrease somewhat at the expense of AHC) the static ef-
ficiency may also increase. This is confirmed by the re-

sults of tests on a m’odel of one of the LMZ blowers where,
after shortening the blades somewhat, it was found pos-
sible to incr’ease the static pressure of the impeller and
the stat-it efficiency (fig. 19),

3’. Investigation of the Performance

of the Vaneless Diffusi?r

The next stage in our blower investigation is an
analysis of the performance of the vaneless diffuser.
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$ vaneless diffuser of constant width iS constituted by
two parallel planes which form a continuation of the imT
peller and are directly behind it (ftgl 3). In the motion
of the air floW from the i~mpeller through the diffuser a
partial transformation of the velocity head corresponding

C22
to the exit velocity from the impeller p ~ into static

yressure occurs. ~

If the losses through the diffuser are not taken into
account the gain in s,tatic pressure in the diffuser would
be .

ce2 ca2
AH~t dif = P ~ - P~

where”

Ce absolute flow velocity at the diffuser inlet

ca absolute velocity at the difftiser outlet

Actually in the flow of the air through the diffuser
losses occur the determination of which is the subject of
the present part of our investigation.

The method given below of computing the losses in a
vaneless diffuser is essentially that of Prof. O. Pflotdercr.
(See reference 4,) A further development and simplifica-
tion of this .m,ethod with the object of facilitating its
application to technical computations was obtained by V.
Polikovsky and M, Nevelson (reference 11) who, together
with an analysis of the losses in the diffuser, presented
a number of considerations in connection with the design, ,
of this element of the centrifugal blower. We shall
therefore limit ourselves here to the consideration of the
mode of operation of plane diffusers.

a) Character of the flow at entrance to the plane

diffusers.- As a result of analysis of the performance of
the impeller, all magnitudes have been determined which
characterize the flow at the impeller exit: the absolute
flOw velocity C2 and its components, namely, the tangen-
tial C2U and meridional (radial) Cam. Moreover we
have determined the total” head at the impeller outlet as
the sum of the static head measured in the test ‘st exp “
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C22
and. the dynamic head p — determined ‘Computat ionally.

2

We note that in the determination of- the radial component

of the impeller outlet velocity Cam from the equation

c2m = W2 sin (B2)f1

by introducing in the computation the flow exit angle

($#?)fl different from the blade exit angle (P2)bl we

take account of the deviation of the flow from the direc-
tion of the blades at exit and the possibility of incom-
plete filling of the ,impeller cross section along its
width.

In entertng a stationary element of the blower, such
as the vaneless diffuser, the flow spreads along the en-
tire width. Simplifying the phenomenon somewhat, we as-
sume that this filling out of the diffuser over its width
occurs instantaneously, that is, that at the inlet diam-
eter 1)3 in the diffuser equal. to the outer’ diameter of

the impeller Da the radial component C3m may %e deter-

mined- fr-om the continuity eouation

2
c

sec
3KG = w D3 b~

(21)

The exror which is here admitted in not t“aki’n’gaccount of
the gradualness ‘of the filling process is evidently neg-
ligible.

The value of the tangential” coffiponent C3U at the

diffuser inlet is equal to the value of the-velocity at
the impeller outlet Call bepause the moment of momentum

imparted to the flow Yy the Impeller remains constant,
that is, . .

c c (22)
au = 3U

,,,

.,
l?rom the values of these components of the absolute veloc-
ity C3M and C3U the absolute inlet velocity to the

vaneless diffuser C3 cah %e determined:
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c.=~
(23)

and the angle at which the flow enters the diffuser

c3m
tan cz~ = ~

3U
(24)

(See table 6.)

b) Losses in the vaneless diffuser:

(1) Impact losses,- We have assumei above

that a decrease in the radial component of the absolute
velocity Cm from the value C2m corresponding to the

impeller outlet to the value C3m corresponding to the

diffuser inlet occurs instantaneously. During this in-
stantaneous velocity cha~ge, the losses in the kinetic
energy which lower the total pressure at the outlet may
be computed by the theorem of Ilorda-Carno

(C~m - C3*\)2
flHir,pact = P

—.——.
2 (25)

(2) Friction los~es at the lateral surfaces of
the vaneless diffuser.- The motion of the real fluid be-

tween the walls of the plane diffuser is as~ociated with
friction of the moving air at the late~al surfaces of the
diffuser walls as a result of which the flow lo~es part
of its total pressure head, For an element of path ds
the friction loss is given by the following expres~ion

‘Hfr
.A*P:

4Rh

where

A friction coefficient depending essentially on the
roughness of the diffuser walls

Rh hydraulic radius = b/2

that is,
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It follows that the friction losses are made up of losses
associated with the displacement of the flew in the radial
and tangential directions.

cm 2
In the radial direction the velocity head p ~ can-

not compensate the frictional losses, since the radial com–
$onent at any section is determined by the cross-sectional
area of the diffuser independently of the losses, and
therefore the losses can evidently be covered only ly the
static head. In the tangential direction, however, the
frictional losses will %e cover~d by the rotational veloc-

?! 2
~u -

ity head P~, that is, ly a decrease in the magnitude

of the latter.

Let us consider how the frictional losses affect the
velocity CU. The elementary power dNr expended in

overcoming the friction over a path element ds is ~iven
by

,

dNr = tidHr Qsec sec (27’)

The work of the frictional force dL in time dt will be

dL = dNr dt = Qgec diIr dt (28)

If this work occurs over $he path elemefit ds, the fric-
tional force is

(29)

Substituting in the above equation the value found for
the frictional losses dHr, we obtain

,

(30)

The moment of this force relative to the axis is
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2

M comp =AQ %:1sec 2%

Cu
where 1 is the lever arm ea_ual to Rcosu=R~. The

moment of the frictional force about the axis is therefore

M .AQ %
c~

oomp sec 2b ~R~= ~ RCuCdtp ‘see ~b (31)

The moment of the “applied forces about the axis is equal
to the change per second of the moment of momentum of the
volume of fluid passing through, hence

Mcomp L RCuCdt = p Qsec R(dCu)= p ‘see ~b (32)

whence the losses of the tangential component of the ab-
solute velocity Cu due to friction is

dCu = & CuCdt (33)

The radial component of the absolute velocity Cm, is the
derivative of the distance R with respect to time t:

Cm=w
dt=~

dt cm
(34)

Substituting in eauation (33) the above found value of dt
we obtain finally the 10SS in the tangential component of
the absolute velocity due to friction at the surface of
the diffuser over a distance ds:

On the other hand, if the frictional losses in the
diffuser were not taken into con~ideratio~, the moment of
momentum should remain the same, that is, R Cu = constant.

Hence the tangential component of the absolute velocitY in
the motion of the” fluid in the diffuser over path ds
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should vary also with change in radius. This change can
be obtained by differentiating the equation R Cu = con-
stant:

CudR + (dCu)R R = O

(dcu)R . - * (36)

The total change in velocity during the displacement of
the fluid in the tangential direction over the path ds
is expressed as the sum of its changes d-ue to the friction
of the moving fluid at the diffuser walls (dCu)fr and

due to the continuous cl.ange in the radius (dCu)R, that

is,

dCu = (dC )~ ~r + (acu)a = ~ ‘R Cu - Cu * (37)
4b sin a,

Multiplying both sides of the above eouation by R, we

obtain

Rd Cu
A

+ CudR = — ‘a RCU
-lb sin u

or

d(RCu) A d~
—
R Cu = G sin n,

(38)

The expression obtained can be simplified bearing in mind
that

c
/

o
RCu=R—~= .Cpc 1= %~ec

tan m 2TTR b tan m 2n b tan m

Then
4

,d(RCu) = ~~bc d (cot a)

Substituting in’ expression (38) tan m/~1+ tana a for
siri a,we obtain the differential eauation

—..—. ..—-— —-,,, --,.,, ,,,—, . ,mmmm-m, , , ■, ,
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sec CL d m = & dR

whose solution is

loge
sec a + tan a, A=—

sec cL3+ tan fr3

where

R3 inlet radius to the diffuser

R variable radius varying from

outlet radius)

411

R3

(R - R3)

31

(3s)

(40)

to Ra (diffuser

b width of diffuser

a3 diffuser inlet angle

m angle formed by the true direction of the flow at
radius R with t’ne tangential component of the
absolute velocity

A coefficient of friction essentially a function of the
roughness and varying, according to the results of
numerous investigations conducted at the Blower
Section on plywood diffusers, within the limits
0.05-0.15.

The entry angle of the flow into the diffuser
has been determined above so that ‘3 is00s ms/(1 + sin m~

a known value and for a given constant value of the coef-
ficient A we can,for give,n R3 and R, tran~form ex-

pression (40) to the form

Solving the above eauation for sin a, we find the flow
exit angle at radius R: , ,

K2 .- 1
sin rL =

Ka+l.

_&
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The radial component Cm. at radius R :-can readily be de-

termined from the continuity equation

Cm
Q sec

2TrR’b .

while the tangential component will be equal to

cm -
Cu =

tanm’

Substituting the values of the ‘exit velocity components
cm and Cu in e~-uation (26) and dR/sin m for ds, we
obtain the general value of the losses due to friction in
the diffuser:

.

1P= 4b S::’a’a +&’ -cm2 ‘Rsin a tan% a

(41)

Thus having explained the general scheme of the fric-

tion losses occurring in the diffuser, we proceed Ihrith
the analysis of our test data. Our problem in analyzing
these data reduces to the determination of the actual val-
ue of the friction coefficient (or more accurately, its
mean value) for the air flow through the plane diffuser of
our model blower. The procedure for determining this coef-
ficient is analogous to the ~ne ap~lied in analyzing the
performance of the impeller and reduces to a comparison Of

the experimental with the computed characteristics. As-
summing various value~ of the coefficient A, we obtain
corresponding values of the friction losses through the
diffuser, various values of the absolute velocity at the
diffuser outlet, and hence various dynamic -pres~ures at
the diffuser outlet,

.- —.-.. —----- . ,.,-
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In the tables below are given the values character-
izing the stat~ of flow at the diffuser outlet for values
of the friction coefficient A = 0.05, 0,1, and 0.15 and
the values of the friction losses AHfr determin~d by

formula (41) (table 7).

The computed static head at the diffuser outlet can
be obtained by subtracting from the ,total head at the dif-
fuser inlet ‘dif the impact head AHimPact the friction

head AHfr’ and the dynamic head at the diffuser outlet

caz

Py-:

H st dif = ‘dif - ‘Himpact - ‘Hfr - ‘dyn dif (42)

The obtained values of the static head arf collected in
table 8 and plotted in figures 20a and 20b.

As may Ue seen from the results obtained, the value
of the coefficient h for the plane diffuser of the first
stage may be assumed equal to 0.1; for the diffuser of the
second stage, a satisfactory agreement between the computed
characteristic of the static head ‘st comp at the dif-

fuser exit with the test characteristic Hst exp is ob –

tained for a value A = 0.15 of the friction coefficient.
The relatively large value of this coefficient’ crbtained
for the diffuser of the second stage may be explained by
the consid.era%ly greater roughness of the wall surfaces
for the diffuser of this stage.

We emphasize that the values found. for the friction
coefficient X were obtained in investigating the flow
through a diffuser constructed of plywood where the losae~
due to surface friction should be considerably greater
than in the case of flow over a carefully treated metallic
surface as such as often encountered in turboblowers.
This circumstance should be borne in mind in designing
vaneless diffusers and consideration given, each time in
selecting the. coefficient, to the material of which the
diffuser is constructed and the care with which its sur-
face has been treated. In projecting new turboblower de-
signs the value of the coefficient ~ for metallic sur-
faces may, for orientating purposes, be taken as approxi-
mately half the values of the coefficient obtained for
plywood diffusers, that is, a value within the range 0.03-
0.07 (Pfleiderer gives the coefficient within the same
range ).
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4. Investigation of’the Performance

of the Reversing Guide Vanes

The last stage in our investigation of the model
turboblower is the analysis of the losses occurring after
exit from the diffuser. As may be seen from the sketch
of the turboblower (fig. 3) at each stage of the model
under consideration, these losses can be considered as
made up of the following elementary components:

(a) Losses during the deflection of the flow in the
meridional plane by 180° from the vanele<s diffuser into
the reversing guide vanes AHl

(b) Losses during the flow through the reversing
guide vanes AH2

(c) LOsseC at the exit of the flow from the stage
dH3

The schematic divisisn of the total losses into indi-
vidual c~mponent. parts and the neglecting of the mutual
interference of the various factors is here particularly
evident . As has been said above, however, we are con–
strained to make use of this approximation and consider
each of these losses as independent of the others.

In corresponde~ce to our general ~lan of the blower
analysis; we obtain the total value of the losses xaH
as the difference between the total head at the diffuser
outlet ‘dif and the total head at the sta~e outlet

H stage;

(43)

The total head at the diffuser outlet Hdif enter-

ing the above eaua,tion is eoual to the sum of the test
values of the s~atic heaa at the diffuser outlet Hst ~if

and the velocity head of the absolute velocity at the
diffuser outlet ‘dyn dif Jcorresponding to tbe value.of

the friction coefficient A assumed by us in the computa-
tion of the vaneless diffuser of each stage.

.
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Similarly t~e total head at the stage outlet is equal
to the sum -of the. tbst .stat.ie -head at the stage butlet
H’

—

st stage and the dynamic head ‘dyn stage”
The velocity

at the stage outlet was determined from the continuity
ea.uation on the assumption of complete filling out of the
Outlet cross section.

Having thus determined the total value of the losses,
we proceed to the consideration of the individual com-
ponents.

a) Losses in deflection at the guide vanes,- The

flow at the reversing guide vanes is deflected bY 180° in

a channel with expanding cross section after deflection.
The investigation of the losses in channels of this shape
has been described in a number of papers by Frey (refer-
ence 12), Nippert (reference 2), and other?, the lOSS
coefficients EdefI

given by these authors differing some-

what . Thus , according to Frey, the value of the coefficient
~defl obtained by him in the investigation of a rectangular

channel with increasing cross section provided with a de–
flector plate with the ratio of channel area after deflec-
tion to area before deflection F2/Fl = 2, fluctuates with-
in the limits !defl= 2.5-3.0S According to the tests of

Nippert conducted on channels of considerably smooth shape
and without a deflector plate ~defl= 1.2-1.5.

While the difference in the values of the coefficient

~defl ,can be explained by the fundamentally different con-
struction of the elbows sttidied by these two author~ the
fact still remains that values of this coefficient are
high and the losses involved in the deflection of a flow
in a channel with expanding cross section are considerable.
This phenomenon may be explained by the fact that ih chan-
nels of”such shape the turbulence formation usual in
curved chann~ls during deflection occurs with considerably
greater intensity due to the separation of the flow from
the deflector plate and the sudden decrease in the velocity
at the entrance into the expanding parts of the channel.
AS a result there is a considerable increase in the vortex
region and the general value of the losses in flowing
through a channel of such shape increases.

The photographs taken from the work of Frey (fig. 21)
and Bucowski (fig. 22) (reference 13) of the flow through
a curved channel with eypanding section clearly confirm
the necessity for relatively high values of the 10SS coef-
ficient &defl in flowing through a channel of such shape.
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In analyzing the test. .rlat~ the value of..th$is coeffi-
cient for a deflection with the-ratio )?2/l?l = 1.6 was
assumed to have the value 2. . The value of the deflection
losses AHI referred to the dynamic pressure of the
radia~ component of the absolute velocity at the exit of

cm2
the vaneless diffuser p —

2
is therefore given by the

equation ,,?-
.,,

(44)

. .

b) Losses at entrance and during flow through the

guide vanes.- Before proceeding to’ the consideration of -
the losses in the reversing guide vanes, it must be noted
that the transformation, of the, velocity head at the im-
peller exit into static head is essentially completed be-
fore entrance into the rev,e~sing guide vanes. The ab-

solute velocity of the flow, at entrance and in floviig
through thf guide vanes is thus relatively small and
therefore the losses in the guide vanes should constitute
only a small part of the entire hydraulic losses of the
blow~r. The losses in this element of the multistage
blower consist, first of all,” of the im~act ‘losses at the
stationary blade in ‘ent’”eri~g the guide vanes, and secondly
of the lossres- associated with the change in the absolute

velocity at the guide vanes from the value C4 (inlet

velocity to the guide varies) to the value C5 (outlet

velocity from the guide vanes). The value of the ab,solute
inlet. velocity to the guide vanes was deter”mi’ned as fol-
lows : The value of its tangential component C4U during

the deflection by 180? remains naturally unchanged. Tak-
ing account of the contraction of the flow at the place of
deflection (due to the separation from the wall) we con-
sider the value of the radial component C4m also to be

,equal to the value o“f this component at the diffuser out-
let, that is, CAB = C3m. The alsolute inlet velocity to

the guide vanes can thus be determined from the expression

,.

“.=m=c:
. .

For the flow between the guide vanes it may with sufficient,.
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. .

degree of accuracy be assumed that the flow rotation char-
acterized by thp tangential component of the absolute ve-
locity Cu ceases and the flow at the guide vanes exit
flows in a purely radial direction. The value of the
absolute velocity at the guide vanes exit is thus deter-
mined directly from the equation of continuity.

The impact loss at tb.e entrance to the stationary
vanes is convenientl:l referred to the dynamic pres=ure of’
the absolute inlet velocity C4

C* a
and expressed in the

form 5P~ where ~ is a coefficient that takes ac-

count of the part of the kinetic energy lost at the guide
vanes inlet. The value of this coefficient, according to
investigations conducted on guide vanes in elbows (refer-
ence 14) by the Blower Section of CAHI was taken as con-
stant for both stages and equal to the value 0.3.

In order to find whether the inlet angle to the guide
vanes affects this group of losses the vanes in the tested
model were curved bac~ward permitting a deflection about
the axis of *lOO. The large number of characteristics ob-
tained for various positions of the vanes showed that the
change in the angle of attack within relatively wide limits
has almost no effect on the characteristics of the individ-
ual stages and of th~ blower as a whole. At least within
the limits of the experimental accuracy no changes in the
test characteristics could be observed. This may he ex-
plained by the fact that, on the one hand, as is seen from
the sketch of the blower (fig. 3) the blades were so well
rounded and streamlined that the entry shock at the sta-
tionary vane, even for large arigles of attack, was reduced
as a result of the smoothness of the vane shape, On the
other hand, the absolute velocity at the inlet to the guide
vanes was very small so that a change in the angle of at-
tack within relatively wide limits and a corresponding
change in the value of the coefficient 5 only very
slightly changed the absolute value, of the impact losses
at the guide vane= inlet so that this change had no effect
on the characteristic curves obtained.

The losses associated with the velocity decrease in
the reversing guide vanes were computed by the usual for-
mula giving the impact loss:
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(C4 - C5)2
AH.Impact = 2

P (45)

‘I?inally the last grou~ of losses is associated with

the jet contraction at’the stage outlet and was computed
by the formula .’

4,,

C’2exit
AH

exit
=! P .2 ,

exit
(46)

The value of the coefficient Eexit for both stages was

taken equal to 0.4.

The comuuted value of the total head at the stage
outlet H stage

was then ~etermined as the difference be-

tween ttie value of the. total h~ad”at the diffuser outlet
Hdif and the sum of all the comvuted lcsses from the dif-

fuser outlet to the stage outlet XAH .

To obtain the static head at the stage outlet it is
necessary to subtract from the obtained value of the total
head Hstage the dynamic head at the” stage outlet

H
dyn exit:

‘st stage = Hdif - EQH - Hdyn e~it (47)

The results obtained are given in table 9. Tigure 23
gives a comparison” of the computed characteristics of the
static heads at the stage outlet with the characteristics
obtained experimentaily.

III. CON!3LUSIONS

1. The method applied for the investigation of the
multistage centrifugal blol!rer of successive consideration
of the performance of its individual elements (impeller,
vaneless diffuser, etc.), notwithstanding z certain degree
of approximation involved, clearly brings out the magni-
tude and character of the losses that occur in the flow
through the centrifugal blower and also the physical mean-
ing and values of the coefficients that characterize these
los~es.
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2. Due to the fact that the investigation of the
blower performance was conducted for various air volumes
delivered, it was possible to obtain the dependence of .
the individual logs coefficients on a numbe’r of factors
(the angle of blade attack, the velocity of approach, etc.).

3. The in,vFstigation of the performance of the vane-
less diffuser behind the i’mpeller permitted determination
of the character of the losses that arise in the transforma-
tion of the velocity head at the impeller outlet into
static head and to determine the limits within which the
friction coefficient A varies in the flow through ’the
vaneless diffuser.

4. With the aid of coefficients having a sufficiently
well defined physical meaning, it was possible to compute
the centrifugal blower on the basis of a more or less
schematic consideration of the flow phenomena that occur
without having recourse to similarity computations and
avoiding the introduction of arbitrary correction coeffi-
cients.

5. Finally it should be noted that it was not pOS-
sible naturally in this paper to exhaust the large number
of problems associated with the investigation of multi-
stage centrifugal machines, the present investigation con-
stituting only one of a series of investigations by the
Blower Section devoted to the study of the working process
in such machines. The investigations at present being
conducted on guide vanes, spiral casings, labyrinth pack-
ings, and so forth, may throw light on a whole series of
problems of extreme importance in the computation and
design of high-pressure centrifugal blowers.

.,.,
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APPENDIX

ON THII APPLICATION OF RESULTS OBTAINED

MODEL TESTS TO FULL-SCALE DESIGN

The testing of large turbomachine= is a
and laborious pi-ocedure and at the same time

I’ROM

very costly
practically

affords no possibility of making a satisfactory analysis
of their performance because such kind of investigation
generally is of the nature of a routine or acceptance
test. The explanation for thi~ lies chiefly in the com-
plexity in the preparation of large machines for scien-
tific investigations and in the practical impossibility
of connecting large machines to accurate dynamometers.

There are still a number of other reasons that render
difficult the investigation of the performance of full-
scale large machines, Considerations of strength, for ex-
ample, at times do not permit the introduction of desired
modifications of the impellers for purFoses of investiga–
tion. Purely mounting considerations often do not permit
in large machines making modifications and changes such
as would present no difficulty in the testing of specially
designed models. Such , for example, are the tests of the
impeller alone, impeller with diffuser and without guide
vanes, the introduction of various modifications in the
shape of the spiral casing, Ctc.

In testing with a motor intended for normal utiliza-
tion and the power of which is specially chosen for this
purpose, it is necessary to test the blower over a rela-

tively narrow range of operating conditions and avoid
inadmissible overloading of the motor.

The above considerations make it preferable in many
cases to test geometrically similar models rather than
the full-scale machine itself. Similarly in the design
of new machines it is much more convenient in many cases
to conduct preliminary te~ts on one or several relatively
inexpensive models before proceeding to the entire expen-
sive setup which moreover lends itself with difficulty
to modifications.

To a first rough approximation the transition from
the results of model tests to full-scale may be effected
with the aid of the elementary relations of gpometric
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similitude. If the values referring to the model are
denoted by the “subscript M and those referring to the
full-scale machine’are without subscript, these relations
may be formulated “a-sfollows. If the respective fluid
(gas) volumes sati”sfy t’he relation

Q14 ‘MDM
3

—=

Q nD3
(48)

then the following enuality determined by the similarity
of the kinetics of the two flows is satisfied

‘M = ‘f.s,
(49)

The above equation is true for all efficiencies of the
machine, the over-all static coefficient of friction, the
hydraulic efficiency, the adiabatic efficiency, etc.
This equation corresponds to the equality of all the coef-
ficients of the losses within the machine, the exponents
of the polytropic pressure curves, and to the machine as
a whole as well as to its parts.

‘M
‘fMn112DM2

—=
H Yn2D2

(50)

The above equation also holds for all pressures under con-
sideration: the total, static, and dynamic pressures.

For the power reouired we have the equation

‘M ‘MnM3D~5—=
N YnsD5

(51)

where, in analogy to what was said above, the power ~
may be considered as the total reauired power (with the
exception, of course, of the mechanical losses) as well
as the partial po!firerexpenditures in the air friction of
the disks and the losses through the clearances.

The above equations (48) to (51) give satisfactory re-
sults for those cases where the difference in the dimen-
sions and the rotational speeds of model and full-scale

— —.
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lies within relat-ively - narrow ‘limits. ‘IiI-order to solve
the probLem of what these limits’ are for which the applica- .’-
tion of the elementary, .siini’litude f-drmulas “are applicable,
we shall ,consider what’ further cri.terions-~ must be intro-
duced to supplement the geometric and ltinema”tlc conditions
taken into account %y formulas (48) to (51).

Such criterions are two in number, namely the Reynolds
and the Bairstow* numbers which we’ shall now co-nsider in
turn ,

The similitude criterion of Reynolds, that is, the
requirement that the Reynolds number

Re = @_

v

for full-scale and model should be. equal, corresponds to
the requirement of maintaining dynamic similitude between
the inertia forces (mass forces) and the frictional forces
(surface forces) that are characterizedby the viscosity.
Since the testing of model ‘blowers is conducted in air,
the same gas with which the full-scale blower is to oper-
ate, the condition

CItidll Od
ReM = Re —.—.—— ———

*M v

leads to the equation

In maintaining dynamic similitude the velocities at
any point of the machin~ are proportional to the product
nD and any characteristic dim~nsion & is proportional
to the diameter, From th~ equality of th~ Reynolds num- ,
hers for model’ and full’-scale we have the equation

*More commonly denoted as the Mach number, Trans.
**Where VM+U we have the eauation
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or UM D

‘JrDM = UD ~ = —DM

Since the material of the rotor of the full-scale
machine works under stresses that are near the maximum
admissible the satisfying of the last condition for a
model scale that is very different from unity i3 not pos-
sible. The dynamic similitude of the phenomena is then
disturbed. and eouations (48) to (51’), strictly speaking,
cease to.be valid. In passing from model to full-scale
it is necessary to introduce com~utational corrections
on the magnitude of the pressures and powers (ea-uations
(4.9)to (51)). The first condition, namely, that of dy-
namic similitude, evidently remains unchanged.

In correcting for the scale of dimensions of model
and full–scale the most extensive data have been gathered
in the field of hydraulic turbines where the formula of
Moody is used:

The expression within the bracket and eoual to (1 -’ ~)
evidently’ characterizes the magnitude of the hydraulic
losses in’ the turbine. Taking account of the known degree
of approximation of this formula, it is entirely permis-
sible to substitute in it for the ratio HM/H the ratio

n iiD2p~
n ma .(see equation (50)) and for the exponent 1/10 to ,

substitute 1/8. Even for ratios HM/H of the order of

1/10 such substitution leads to an error of the order Of
2 to 3 percent which certainly lies within the limits of
experimental error particularly since geometrical simili-
tude cannot be accurately maintained.

Making the above substitutions in the e~uation of
Floody we obtain the equation

,.

or

n=l-
,[

(1 - .M)(n::y)+]
.
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The above eauat’ion states that the losses in the turbine
are inversely pr~partional to “the fourth power of the
Reynolds number.

Notwithstanding the fact that~in the-hydraulic tur-
bine, in contrast to the pump or blower, the main losses
are the friction losses, the above conclusion should not
be considered as a generalization to some extent of the “
analogous formula of Blasius for the friction loss coef-
ficient in smooth pipes:

0.3164
~. 0.25

Re

The Blasiu5 formula, as is shown by experir.ent, is ap-
plicable only to those cases where the correspofiding
Reynolds nunber, determining also the turbulence of the
flow, lies within the limits 10,000-15,000. In large
machines the turbulence of the flow ie certainly con-
siderably greater and th~. Reynolds numbers defined for
the hydraulic diameters of the main passages are much
higher. For this reason, the anparent agre~ment of the
Moody and th~ Blesius formulas must be considered as
accidental. In g~neral, tli~ decrease in the friction
losses” in smooth channels at large Reynolds numbers should
be at a considerably ~lower rate than corres~onds to the’
exponent 1/4. The considerable decrease i~ the losses on
increasing the dimensions corre~ponding to the formula’ of
Moody should there~ore be consider~d as due not to the
change in the dynamic flow conditions themselves but
rathe,r first to the change in the relative roughness of
the surfaces, and second to the imnosyibility of maintain-
ing similitude of full-scalp and model in the details
(rivets, nuts, soldered Joints, etc.),

The application of the results of a number of tests
on models of centrifugal machines to full-scale and com-
parison with the results “of full-scale tests has shown
that the formula of Moody gives values that are too large.
The reason for the unsuitability of the formula. of Moody
in this case is to }e ascribed essentially to the fact
that , in contrast to hydraulic turbines, centrifugal com–
pressers constitute a system of diffusers in which the

-. I
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resistances are. more in the nature of local than linear
(frictional-) resistances. Since these local resistances,
to a much less degree than the linear resistances, depend
on the Reynolde number and on the surface roughness the
difference between full-scale and model for centrifugal
compressors should be considerably less than for hydraulic
turbines.

On the basis of the above considerations, that is,
assuming the correctness of the Moody law for the fric-
tion losses and assuming the coefficient of the local
losses as constant, we obtain the following method of com-
puting the full-scale blower from the model tests as aP-
plied in the Blower Section of CAHI.

The main assumption underlying this method is that
all linear losses occurring in the blower (friction in the
vaneless diffuser, air ffiction of the disk, etc.) are
computed by the elementary similitude formulas taking ac-
count of the difference in the full-scale and model
Reynolds numbers (Moody formula). The local resistances,
however, (the losses in the impeller, guide vanes, etc.)
are computed only by the similitude formulas, the coeffi-
cients of local resistance obtained in investigating the
results of model tests being assumed constant both for the
model and full-scale blower. The computational procedure
is as follows. Having computed the full-scale required
power from the model power, we divide the power into two
parts (fig. 24), namely, ‘hP1 the hydraulic power of the

model determined by the kinematics of the flow and com-
puted by the elementary similitude formulas

and the power required to cover the blower losses and ex-
pended essentially in air friction of the impeller disks
and which is computed by the similitude formula with ac-
count taken of the Reynolds number

The pressure head for the full-scale blower is com-
puted in the following manner. .The magnitude of the
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theoretical head ‘th developed for a given air volume

Q and given hydraulic power fih is

75 Nh
Hth =

Q’sec

The pressure losses

‘H = ‘th - ‘exp

are divided into two parts, namely, the losses due to fric-
tion (losses in the vaneless diffuser, casing) and losses
due to the local resistances (l~sses in the impeller, im-
pact losses in the casing, etc. .

AH = AH1in + AHlocal

The pressure losses obtained on the model are computed
for the full-scale as follows:

1
Rell z

‘Hlin ()
. (AH . ) ‘“D’ —

lln M nIq2DM2 Re

22

‘Hlocal = ‘AHlocal)]l

nD

nN2DM2

The pressure developed by the full-scale blower is deter-

mined from the relations

22
nD

‘th = ‘th it
‘I\:2D]~

2

LH = AH1in + AH1ocal

H = Hth - AH
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Having the. -pressures HM and powers NM for various val-

ues of QM -we thus Obtain a series of values Of Q, H,”

and N after which the determination of the efficiency’
and the construction of the characteristics for the full-
“scale tlower offer no difficulties.

The chief difficulty in the above explained method
of computation for full-scale lies in the fact that this
method assumes available both experimental and computed
model characteristics that agree with each other, Only
in such case- is a distribution of the losses possible, a
procedure ,that iS fundamental for the entire method.

..:
The present paper represents a typical model inves-

tigation having for its object the obtaining of a clear
picture of the distribution of the losses. From this
point of view it is one of a series of investigations
Conducted at CAHI on models of industrial and experimental
types. This kind of combined experimental and computa-
tional work on models iS therefore conducted under such
conditions that full-scale computation becomes possible
Only on obtaining satisfactory agreement between the com-
puted and test curves. This rather strict requirement,
which is a source of considerable difficulties, at the
same time leads to the accumulation of extremely valua-
ble data both from the point of view of the subse~uent
Computations and for the analysi~ of the performance of
centrifugal blowers.

It should be noted that although the above computa-
tion method gave satisfactory results even in some cases
for a ratio of 10 of full-scale and model Reynolds numbers,
it cannot be said that this confirms its complete relia-
bility. The method is still a “young” one and the correct-
ness of any method for computing full-scale data from the
model can be proved only statistically.

In any case the above described method of investigat-
ion makes it possible to judge clearly the performance
of a model and apply t,he results to full-scale. It should
nevertheless be noted that the transition to full-scale by
the elementary similitude formulas gives lowered values
for the pressure and exaggerated values for the power and,
finally, decreased values of the efficiency for the full-
scale machine. The computation by the Moody formula gives

—
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exaggerated values of the efficiency. * The method’ of

breaking up the losses into camponent parts which gives
mean values of the efficiency has every reason for giv-
ing the best agreement of the, computational with test
results.

The above described method of computing the full-

scale character,istiss from the tests on the model gives
an exhaustive solution only for the case where the cen-
trifugal machines under investigation operate with an in-
compressible fluid having a’ constant densi-ty, Such ma-
chines, for e~ample, may be pumps or %lowers developing
pressures of the order of ‘1OO ,to 200 millimeters water.
Practically, even for higher pressures of the order of
1000 to 1500 millimeters water the computation by the
above method may be admissible, a mean density being used.

.,

In those case:~,however, where thp ratio of the out-
let pressure P2 tc the inlet pres~ure Pl (compression

ratio), is greater than 1,1-1,2, it is necessary to con-
sider the compressibility of the gas and take into ac-
count its change of density in compression. In that case
the single eauation (52)

is not sufficient for satisfying the kinematic similitude
of the flow through the machine. ‘This condition only as-
sures similarity of the velocity diagrams at the impeller.
inlet. In the case of an incompressible fluid this con-
dition also assure~ similarity of the velocity diagrams
at the impeller outlet and kinematic similitude of the
entire flow through the casing. Since in the flow of a
compressible fluid there is a continuous change in volume,
it is evident that kinematic similitude can be maintained
only in the’ case -where the changes in the volume of the
gas ‘are similar. TP. other words’, if the ratio of the

*
Re <For the ratio ~– . 2 the taking acco~nt of the effect
aei~

of the Reynolds number in computing full-scale. data from
the model tests is irrati~nal since the correction ob-
tained lies within the limits of accuracy of the computa-

Re>4
tion. For —IleN the corrections attain values of the

Order of 10 percent, i.e., become essentially necessary.

—. . . ... . .,, ,, ,., ,
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vo’lume of the gas “flowing through any cross sect”ion of the
model to the volume of the inducted gas is equal to the
corresponding ratio for full-scale: *

If all the remaining conditions of complete similitude
are simultaneously satisfied, that is, there is complete
geometric similitude between model and full-scale, the
condition of kinematic similitude of the velocity diagrams
at the inlet is satisfied (equation (52)); the Reynolds
numbers of full-scale and model are equal and the require-
ment of similar change in the volumes is equivalent to
satisfying the equality of the Bairstow numbers for full-
scale and model. This can be shown with the aid of the
following sufficiently elementary considerations:

The unit work in kilogram-meters per kilogram re-
quired by the blower (full-scale) is

Q2U22
H=

.g
k ml[(:y-’-l]s (52)

‘k-1

Correspondingly the work per kilogram gas required by the
model is

Taking their ratio we obtain

iTLM-l

HM ~2~~ U2M2
RTIM

[( )
1—=

H Q2 U22 = ,Tl[;jll:;’ (54)

It was assumed above equality of the adiabatic efficiencies
and of the exponents of the compression polytropics as a

*The process here considered is that occurring in uncooled
turboblowers in which the change in volume is due entirely
to internal processes in the machine.
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consequence of complete kinematic “similitude between full-

scale and model. Moreover, the kinematic similitude im-
plied also equality of.the deflection coefficients cpa
for full-scale and model.

/,

Dividing out eaual factor~ inequation (54) we obtain
finally that for similar volume change vl/v2 for full-

scale and model we have

But

c r P
sound = ‘F= m

Hence the condition of similar volume ohanges may he
written

(55)

(56)

In the majority of cases the model test= are con-
ducted with air of about the same tem~erature as the in-
take air under the operating conditions of the blower
itself. - This me,a~s that satisfying the eauality of the
Bairstow numbers req’~ires the equality of the peripheral
speeds

or

r.iViDlj= nD

This condition ca’n be sati~fied only in exceptional cases

since the impellers of centrifugal compressors working at
relatively h-i~h degrep of compression usually have rela-
tively high peripheral speeds. To maintain the same

speed for models makes great demands on the model as
———

* An exception is formed by the centrifugal superchargers
of aviation engines for which the operating temperatures
may sharply differ from those under the mcdel test condi-
tions.
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regards strength” rea.uirement s and for large scale ratio,
may lead to speeds of ihemoclel that are technologically
difficult to attain. For this reason the equality of the
Bairstow numbers in the large majority of cases is in-
capable of being satisfied and in those cases kinematic
similarity under conditions of compressibility of the gas
is, strictly speaking, impossible. It is therefore only
possible to speak of a more or less approximate method of
passing from the model to full-scale that would satisfy
practical requirements.

The experience gained in tests on a number of blowers
of computing from one speed to other speeds and the work
of foreign investigators (reference 15) makes it possible
to state that even for ratios of Bairstow numbers for
full-scale and model of 1.5:2 the elementary formulas of
similitude may be applied with a sufficient degree of ac-
curacy. The relations between the various magnitudes ob-
tained in testing the model and the full-scale machine as
formulated above should, taking account of the thermo-
dynamic aspect of the phenomena, be transformed as follows.

>

If the volumes of the gas inducted by the model and
full-scale satisfy the relation

QM nMDM3
—=
Q nD 3

then, neglecting the difference in the kinematics of the
two flows due to different change in the unit volumes in
full-scale and model it may, to a first approximation, be
assumed that the exponent of the compression polytroplc,
the adiabatic and hydraulic efficiencies remain the same.
Then :

1. ~he work per kilogram of gas ~e~uired by model
and full-scale will be in the ratio of the squares of the
peripheral speeds

. % U:M
2

II~2DM
—=— =
H IJ22 n2D2

(57)

Between the unit work H and the compression ratio
P2/P1 of the tested compressor the following relation
can be set up

—
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()P2 ~ C2UU2A
— = —+1,

~1 g#p Tl

Henc-e

P2

r

m
C2UU2A

r
+ 1 ‘-1

~= ~gCpTl
(59)

2. ihe rise in temperature of” the compressor At
is proportional to the sauare of the peripheral speed.
Thus

“m-l
p2tT

(60)

3. The power rectuired by the compressor (except for
the mechanical losses) varies a~ the cube of the peripheral
speed
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3
NM

()

~2M!’, ‘
—=
N ~

(61)

This follows immediately from the condition of kinematic
similitude.

The admissibility of passing from the results of
model tests to full-scale or computing the results of
tests on centrifugal compressors from one speed to another,
making use of the above relations, may be shown by the
centrifugal supercharger test characteristics computed
from the results of Brooke (reference 16) (figs, 25a, b,
c, and d).

Comparison of the test characteristics of the su~er-
charger, obtained for n = 20,000 rpm, with the charac-
teristics obtained by the use of the elementary formulas
for computing the characteristics at 20,000 rpm from the
test characteristics at 14,000 rpm shows a deviation be-
tween the computed and test characteristics not exceeding
the ordinary experimental accuracy.

It is evident that the error obtained with this
method of computation is considerably greater if we are
considering nQt a single stage centrifugal compressor but
a multistage blower, In this case the deviation of the
flow kinematics due to the continuous change in the den-
sity of the gas is successively added up along the path
through the machine thereby considerably chan~ing the
total “value of the losses, Nevertheless , notwithstanding
its large approximation this method, for cases where the
Bairstow numbers for full-scale and model differ slightly,
gives satisfactory agreement for practical computations. *

In those cases, however, where the 9airstow numbers
for full-scale and model differ considerably, the computa-
tion by the above elementary similitude formulae may lead
to very large error and disagreement between the computed
and test charaote$istics. In this case the only method
of computation that gives results with any degree of ac-
curacy is the above method of successive analysis of the
elements of the machine and which is a combination of ex-
perimental investigation with technical computation,

*The effect of the ‘ratio of the Bairetow numbers plays an
essential part only for absolute values of the larger of
the two Bairstow numbers within the limits 0.4-O.7; for
smaller values the effect of the compressibility of the
gas is negligible; ‘for larger value=, in connection with
the approach to the velocity of sound, all computations
become subject to doubt.
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The first stage of the computation, in correspondence

to the proceiiure described above, is the construction of
the computed model chafiacteristics giving satisfactory
agreement with the results of experimental investigation
both for the entire model and for its individual elements.
From this stage of the-investigation the kinematics of the

flow is clarified and the values of the coefficients of
the local resistances of $“he machine o%tained. In the
further computation the flo’.r,phenomena and the coefficients
are considered the’ same hot-h for model and full-scale.

. .

The next step is the transition from the obtained
curve’s of the model to full-scale with acco~~nt taken of
the change in the friction losses in corresFonden.ce with
the law of Moody and of .the’c,ontinuous change of the den-
sity of the flew through the machine.

>.

Such computation of the machine according tc, its
elements can be conducted’ either analytically or (pref-
erably) graphically ,with the aid of entropy diagrams
(I-S, T-S). It should be emphasized that such computa-
tions are reliable, only i’h the case where the Bairstow
number.for the full-scale machine has a value sufficiently
different from unity, This is explained in the first
place by the fact that on approaching the velocity of
sound the character of :th”e resistance itself undergoes
change. The law of linear resistance, for example, rapid-
ly begins to deviate frbm the sa.uare law and approaches
the cubic law. For velocities equal and a%ove the veloc-
ity of sound wave re~,istance, pressure shocks, etc. , make
their appearance. ,

Since, under the flow conditions in the blower pas-
sages, there are a l.arge number of guide surface~ and sec-
tions giving rise to vorticity, the local velocities may
‘oe considerably greater than tlhe mean velocities. For
this reason the above mentioned phenomena may occur even
in the case where for the mean velocitie~ of flow the
Bairstow number is still far beloy unity.

Practically the use of the above computation methods -
for pa,ssing from model~to fl~ll-scale may be considered
admissible ,UF to ’values .of the, peripheral speed of the
impeller of the’ order of “240 to 250 meters per second
which correspond’s

.
to a value of about 0.7 of the Bair~tow

numb er . We may note that also in the ballistic computa-
tions in derivi~g, the formulas of Siacci (reference 17)
the square law of the dependence of the re,~istance On the
velocity. is ‘a$pl~ed up ,to the velocities of the order of
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240 meters per second. Since the above limiting veloci-
ties lie somewhat higher than those usually applied in
tur%omachines , the above described method of computation
may have “wide application in the design and testing of
most machines.

As regards superchargers and %lowers operating with
peripheral speeds of the order of 300 to 400 meters per
second, their investigation should be conducted at super-
sonic speeds near those of the full.-scale machine. The
study of the performance of such machines on models work-
ing with small peripheral speeds is admissible only for

the purpose of obtaining a very rough first appro~imation.
Every generalization of the data obtained to full-scale
requires careful study of all thermodynamic factors
entering the computation and strict taking account of all
specific features of performance at supersonic speeds.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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‘.-TABLE i .. .“ , ‘ “
!., ,.

THEORETICAL (TOTAIJ),PRESSURE AT IMPXiIL2Zt.OUTLEIT

DETERMINED I?ROM THE HYDRAI%LI.C.POIiER:Nh
. . .

a) I?irst S-tage Impeller , , .-,

Qhr Q~e~ ‘it exp ITh C2U ‘th

600 0.167 ‘76.0 - 0,31” 27,2 139.0 ‘
1000 ‘ .278 74’.0” .49 25..8 132.0
1400 .390 .69.0 . .64 24.1

1

l~30rJ

2000 ,555 53,0 ●77 20.4 104.0
2500 .695. 30.0

● 81 17.1 87.0

b) Second Stage Impeller

I

600 i 0.167 1“ 72,0
J ~j32 i z~”l 143.0

1000 :278 69,0, . .51 26:9 137.5

1400 .390 64.0 .66 . 24.8 127,0
2000 ,555 55,0 .79 20.9 106.5
2500 .695 3’7.0. , ,81 17,1 8?.0

TABLE 2

IILOW AT INLXT TO IMPELLER

a) ‘F”irstSta&e Impeller

t91=1480, U1 = 24~6mjsec~ %= 00~5\ V= 009
I

Q hr clm WI= cl~*+(l-q)*u~2 Wl=& il’~maxlsin$~ ,Plfl ~
1

600’ 6.12,

“4

l~.1 13.7 I 17.1 10.358 1590

1

Ilo

1000 10.2 ~ 19.0 22.8’1 22.8 ,537 147030 I -30 I

1400 14..3 21,5 32.@ I 32.C ] .660 188°10 t _905fJl

2000 20.4 25.9 45.5 ~ 45.51 .789 128° _200

2500 25.5 3C.O
l_

~ 57.0 j“57.L / ..85 121040’ -26°20’
1“

b) Second Stage Irrcwlier

Pl=143°50, Ul=28.8 m/see, C%=0.4,W =0.98

600 5.651 18.2 ‘ 10.85 18.2 0.31 161°50 18°
1000 9.401 19.’7 18.1 19.’7 .4’76151030 7040

1400 13.2 ~ 21.8 25,3 25.3 .605 142°50 -10

2000 18.75\ 25.5 ~ 36.0 36.0 .’735132°<0 -11°0
2500 23.5 ~ 29.2 45.1 45,1 .805 126°40 –17°30
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TABLE 3 - .

FLOW A!! IMPELLER INLET

a) First Stage Impeller

Qh~ W2 Cos P2 sin Pa c2m ‘J2U (22 -

600 ~ 17.1 0.865 C?.502 . 8.55 I 27.2 ; 28,5
1000 ! 17.7 .902 .,43 . 7.62 I 25.8 I 26.9
1400 20.7 . ,86, .51 10.55”~ 24,1 “26.3
20Q0 26.1 I .83 .56 14.6 :1 20.4 ‘25.1
2500 30,8

1“
804 ~ .595’ 18”3 ] 17,1

25,()

?)) Second Stage Impeller

I

609 18;2 0.758 0.652 ~ J1,8 i 28,1 30.5
1000 19;7 ,761 ,649 I 12.8 ~ 26.9 29.8
1400 20”,6 ,834 ,556 11.47 24.8 27.3
2000 26.4 \ ,795 ,605 16,00 20.9 26,3
2500 31.9

t
.779 .625. 19.90 17.1 26.2

TAEILE 4

DETERMINATION OJ? TOTAL HyDRAULIC LOSSES IN IMI?ELLER

a) First Stage Inpeller

Qh ~ ‘th
I

C2 ‘dyn comp ‘st comp ‘st exp ‘Himp

600 139 28.5 49,6 89.4 ~ 76,0 13.$
1000 132 26,9

26.3 ~ ;;~j
87.7 74,0 13,7

1400 123 80.6 69’.0 - 11.6
2000 104 25,1 I 38,5 65.5 : 53’.0 “ 12,5
2500 87 25.o I . 38.2 48,&3 I 30”,0 “ 18.8

b) Second Stage Impeller

600 148.0 30.5 %-,0 86,0 72.0 34.0
1000 137,5 29.8 i 54.0 - 83.5 . 69.0 J4.5
1400 127.0 “27.3 , 45.5 . 81,5 64.0 17.5
2000 1o6.5 26,3 t . 42,2 -64,3 55..0 . 9.3
2500 87.5 26.2 42,Q 45,5 37.5 , 8.5

.

— —
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TABLE 6
●

YLOW AT VAN13LESS DIS?FUSER INLET

a) First Stage

IHdvn imp
I

cHdif iC3U 3m C3 Tan as (ZSQh r ‘st imp, .

600 76.0 49.6 125. 6’27.2 4,09j 27.5 0.1504 8°35
1000 74.0

I I ‘55:25”’ Z_b_

44.3 (118.3 ~25.8i 6.80, 26.7 ;;;; :;:::
1400 69.0 42.4 111.4124.1’
2000 53.0 38.5 91.5~20,4~13:6 ~24,5,

2600 30.0 38.2 I 68.2 i17.1117. O i24.1 .995 44°50

%) Second Stage

600~ 72 1– 57
1000I 65

155 1% X!?_
,~ ;::: O::;; KI 54

1400 i 64
2000 ‘ 55 \ 4;:2 ! 97:2 ’20.9 14:7’ ;5:5 .704 35010
2500 37

__L--E 1
‘?9.() 17,1 18.4 125.211.075 46°50

TA2LE 9

COMPUTED VALUES OF STATIC HEAD AT OUTL3T OF ST.4GE
-——

a) Yirst Stage

P!HOutlet‘stage~ ‘dyn outlet ,‘st stage

,, ~-~-; ‘$;’mg ,$ ::! ‘;;

J
2500 55:4 I 14:7 2.6 - ‘“ . 27:0 4:3

I

b) Second Stage

600~ 91.05~ 1.05i i.m i 2,351 ‘0.62 ~ 85.3 1.6 83.7
lc)oo 95.5 \ 2.8 ~ ;.;; ~ 2.13! 1.72 86.3 ./l..3 92.0
1400 95.1 ~ 5.5 i 1.02 .3.37 82.5 8.5 74.0
2000 82.5 ‘11.0 2:3 \ ---- 6.5 62.0 17.2 44.8
2500 63.8 17.3 2.6 ---- 10.8 33*4 27.0 6.4



Table ‘7
Flow at vaneless diffuser outlet for various values of the friction coefficient A.

(a) Plane diffuset of first stage..

—.

%
—

10”58’

17010’

24°55’

35”45’

46°40’

1= 0,05 I A=o.1 a=o.15

cua
——

13,7

14,35

13,35

12,2

10,45

-

Ca
—

13,95

14,05

14,6!i

15,1

15,2

—.

au

15”45

21”.50

28020

39°40

49”50

cua

9,42

11,0

11,45

10,62

9,3

-

Ca AHfv
—

24,7

17,4

13,3

9,24

7,5

Qh.
—

600

1000

1400

2000

2500

cm

——

2,65

4,41

6,19

8,8

11,05

P“$# AHfr au Ca

11,6

13,3

14,1

14,3

14,8

cua
—

11,35

12,6

12,7

11,3

9,9

.—

11,2

7,2

4,88

3:29

2,61

13010

19°20

26°—

38°—

48°—

8,2 19,9

10,4 13,2

12,1 %3

12,5 6,8

11,9

12,6

13,1

13,9

14,1

9,82

11,85

13,0

13,8

14,4

5,9

8,6

10,3

11,6

12,7
I

13,4I 5,15

(b) Plane diffuser of second stage.

1

I
r>

i = 0,05

AHfr

12,4

9,35

5,9

3,65

3,05

k=o.1

AHfr
—

27,7

19,9

15,0

10,3

8,56

au

——.

11027I

17°50’

24°50’

37”10’

48°40’

-

co

14,4

15,6

15,95

15,8

15,9

AHfr

22,0

:5,0

10,6

7,0

5,7

.-

Ca

9,96

12,5

13,5

14,3

15,05

-—

P.%
——

6,05

9,5

11,1

12,5

13,8

cUfl
—.-——

14,6

15,3

14,9

13,0

10,9

ca2
P“–2–
——

12,6

14,8

15,5

15,2

15,4

an

14°—

20°15

17°20

39”15

50°10

P“?
——

8,6

11,8

12,6

13,8

14,7

Qhr

_

600

IOoo

1400

2000

2500

cm

—

2,86

4,76

6,7

9,53

11,9

:
cUll Ca
. —.—.—

I

-2-I--3
16°40 9,58

22°50 11,35

11,6 11,85

13,0 13,88
I

13,0I 14,4 29°50 11,65

41°30 1!3,7

52°10 9,2

11,7I 15,1

9,9I 15,5

I
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Table 8
Static head at diffuser outlet for various values of the friction coefficient A.

(a) Plane diffuser of first stage.

Qhr H
s+ @xp !-dt+‘Himpw’l‘H+2::-A. _s-==-‘Hfr-’;:;‘S+comp

600 980 -+ 125,6

1000 97,0

T- ~

;,2, +j-- 1:1: ;; :: : , :; -:- ;
118,3 I 0,41

1400 91,0 111,4 0,06 4,88 13,1 93,4 9,3 12,1 90,0 ‘ 13,3 10,3 87’,8

2000 71,0 91,5 0,06 3,29 13,9 I 74,3 6,8 12,5 72,0 9,24 11,6 70,7

2500 46,0 68,2 0,05 2,61 14,1 51,5 5,15 13,4 49,6 7,5 12,7 48,0

(b) Plane diffuser of second stage.

---L

i= 0,05 L=o,l A=0,15
Qhr

H fId ;~ AH;mwc+– ..——
s+exp

——
AHfr H

dy n
H % Hdyn ‘“rstcomp _AH~, H H

s+.comp dyn d comp

-. — —— —.—— __—-

600 85,0 129,0 3,3 12,4 12,6 100,7 22,0 8,6 95,I 27,7 6,05 92,0

1000 86,0 123,0 1,78 9,35 14,8 97,0 15,0 I 11,8 94,4 I 19,9 9,5 91,8

1400 84,0 109,5 0,07 , 5,9 15,5 88,1 10,6 12,6 86,3 14,6 11,1 83,7

2000 70,0’ 97,2 0,06 3,65 15,2 78,4 7,0 13,8 b 76,3 1(!,3 12,5 74,4

2500 50,0 79,0 0,06 3,05 15,4 60,55 5,7 14,7 5s,6 8,,56 13,8 56,8
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Figs. 1,2

.—

a Isolated impeller b Vaneless diffuser c Reversing
guide vanes

Figure l.- Scheme of successive investigation of the indi-
vidual elements of a turbo blower.

-.

●

Figure i?.: Determination
of the general

value of the losses in
the individual elements
of the turbo blower.
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Figure3.-Model of a two-stage turbo blower.
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Figure 4a.- Aerodynamic sc;~emeof impeller of first
stage of turbo blower.

I?igure 4b.. Aerodynamic scheme,of impeller of second
stage of turbo blower.

.Ii’igs.4a,b

.
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Figs. 5,13,14,15

Figure 5.— View of blower in suction test chamber.

Figure 13.— Photograph of flow through impeller of centrif-
ugal pump (Thoma and Fisher).

4^^

Figure 14.— Sketch of flog
through impeller

for positive angles of at-
tack.

Figure 15.— Sketch of flow
through impeller

for negative angles of at-
tack.
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1 Entry part 4 Low pressure chamber 7 Screens 10 Conical collector
2 Fan 5 Pitot tube 8 Screen 11 Model blower
3 Diffuser 6 Throttle 9 Tube for measuring

H chamber ~

Figure 6.- Sketch of test set-up of model two-stage blower in chamber.
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Figure ?a.- Impeller characteristics of first
stage of turbo blower.
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Figure 7b.- Irnpeller characteristics of second
stage of turbo blower.
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N-= 2“000rpm = corist”.

a

200-

f60

!60‘

{40 / ‘

f20

/ ‘too

80 ~-

iw “ r
t

40

w

0 fooo 2000 3Luk7Q ,~3/hr

Figure 8a. - Characteristics of impeller of first
stage of turbo blower with vaneless

diffuser behind-impeller. “

i
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I I N=2000rpm=coqst,. ‘

200
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●

f

#f\
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Figure 8b.- Characteristics of impeller of second
stage of turbo blower with vaneleSS

diffuser behindwimpeller.
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hr
Figure 9a. - Characteristics of first stage--of”

turbo blower (impeller, vaneless
diffuser, reversing guide vanes).
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Figure 9b.- Characteristics of second stage of
turbo blower (impeller, vaneless

diffuser, reversing guide vanes.)
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Figure 10a. Combined curves of static pressure
heads Hst and hydraulic power Nh ob-

tained in testing the individual elements of the
first stage of the turbo blower.
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Figure 10b.- Combined curves of static pressure
heads Hst and hydraulic power Nh ob-

tained in testing the individual elements of the
\ second stage of the turbo blower (notation the

!
same as for figure 10a).1



l?i~e 11.- Tlow at
impeller

inlet.

Tigu.re17.- Velocity diagrm.s
at inlet and outlet of impeller.
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Figure 16a. - ‘Hydraulic losses in the impeller of
the first stage.

‘hr

Figure 16b.- Hydraulic losses in the impeller of
the second stage.
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——— —.— Impeller of first stage
.— —. Impeller of second-stage

Figs. 1?,24
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l?igure17.- Dependence of the loss cou?ficient for the flow
through the impeller ~V,on the angle of attack a.
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Figure 18a.- Computed value of static hesd at exit
of impeller of first stage.

Figure 18b.- Computed value of static head at exit
of impeller of second stage.

.-
. .
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Table 5
Computsd static head at impeller outlet-

s) Impeller of first stage

J5sLL
600 139

132
H% 123
2000 ’104
25(X 87

J_’Hst H8t ‘
‘d AHC . AHW

, ~om~m , exp .’,

49,6 0,46 12,i 76,9 76,0
44,3 1,28 12,1 74,3 74,0
42,4 2,5 6,75 71,3
38,5

69,0
.5,1 12,6 47(8 53,0

38,2 7,94 19,8
I

21,0 30,0

AImpeller of second stage

* ‘~ ‘*C- ‘Hw %.1~~:fi
162 I 143 57,0 I 0,2 13,8 72,0 72,0

137,5 54,0 0,54 15,2 67,8 69,0
1400 127,0 45,5 1,06
2000

15,6 64,9 64,0
106,5 4’2,2 2,15 7,9

2500 87,5
54,2 55,0

42,0 3,37 12,4 29,7 37,0
.

o

I--U-LNWLL ?4

I I I I I I 1.1
I

L 1 I I I 1 I

4000 ago ,

Figure 19.- Effect of shortening the bla&es
at the impeller inlet on the

performance of the model impeller of one of
the LMZ turbo blowers.
--- - - _ - Test curves with normal blades; -

Test curves with shortened blades.
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=;-iy]
pressure at vaneless diffuser

, The same for A = 0.15., , ‘
loo L_l––.l– j- 1- I I !

I
H
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z
x 1

3000 z000
Figure 20a.- Computed values of the static pressures

at the outlet of the vaneless diffuser
of the first stage for various values of the friction
coefficient. 1- test value of static pressure at im-
peller exit; 2- test value of static pressure at
y~e~ess diffuser exit. 1

Computed value of”static pressure
at exit of vaneless diffuser,

—--— ——- for A = 0.05;
—-—- The same for A = 0.1;
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Figure 20b.- Computed values of the static-pr”essures

at the exit of the vaneless diffuser of
the second stage for various values of the friction
coefficient. L- test value of the static pressure at
t,heimpeller exit; 2- test value of static pressure
At vaneless diffuser exit,
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Figure 21.- Flow through channel deflected by 180 0 (Frey).

Figure 22.- Flow through channel deflected by 180 0 and with
varying cross-section after deflection.
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Figure 23a.- Computed values of total and static
heads at outlet of first stage.

computed value of total head at vaneless
diffuser outlet, –––– ––computed value of total
head at outlet of first stage; —-- —computed
value of static head at outlet of stage;
—— —test value’of static head at outlet of
stage.
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Figure 23b.- Computed values of total and static
heads at outlet of second stage.
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Figure 25a. - Guide vanes set at 12°
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Figure 25c. - Guide vanes set at 22°.
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Figure 25d.- Compressor provided with -
vaneless diffuser. --
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